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Abstract—Earlier research has shown that filter impulse responses are quasi-periodic and filter coefficients can be approximated by extrapolation techniques. In this paper, a discrete coefficient extrapolated impulse response filter is proposed. Residual compensation technique is introduced to perfectly realize the filter coefficients. Both the extrapolated filter coefficients and the residuals are subexpression encoded to minimize the filter complexity. Numerical example shows that the proposed technique achieves minimum number of adders in the synthesis of the filter when compared with any other existing techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multiplierless finite impulse response (FIR) filters are very attractive in VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration) implementation since the multiplication of the input sample data with the filter coefficients can be achieved by a limited number of additions and shifts. Since the shifts for fixed coefficient values can be realized by hardwire, for decades, the efforts to reduce the filter complexity have been focused on reducing the number of adders. One of the most efficient approaches to reducing the number of adders in realizing the coefficient multiplication is the subexpression sharing technique. The subexpression sharing technique can be grouped into three categories. The first category is common subexpression sharing [1]–[3] in which the common patterns of the coefficients, usually represented in a canonical signed digital (CSD) form, or binary numbers are found and shared. The second category of algorithms are based on the adder graph [4], [5] in which larger coefficients are realized by shifting and adding those already realized smaller coefficients. The third category is the difference method [6], [7] of which the cost to realize the differences of the coefficients are minimized to reduce the overall complexity.

Since the subexpression coefficient implementation in transposed form FIR filter is explicitly a multiple constant multiplication (MCM) problem, most of the above algorithms were considered in this platform. As a dual of the transposed form, the direct form FIR filter can always be implemented using the subexpression sharing with exactly the same complexity. However, in transposed form, the adders can be easily classified into the adders for the multiplier block (MB) and the adders in between the delay elements of the delay line, as shown in Fig. 1; these two types of adders are called MB adder and structural adder, respectively. In this paper, the transposed form is considered for easily referring to the different type of adders.

When considering to implement a set of coefficient values using subexpression sharing, these coefficients are first transformed to positive odd numbers by scaling the coefficient values with a proper signed power-of-two factor. Among these positive odd numbers, only the non-one distinct coefficients are considered, since coefficient with value one and duplicated coefficients can be realized without any cost. Thus, for a filter with L distinct positive non-one odd-valued coefficients, it has been shown in [8] that the lower bound of the number of MB adders of the transposed direct form implementation is equal to the minimum number of adders required to realize the simplest coefficient plus (L − 1). In most cases, the number of adders required to realize the simplest coefficient is one, since there are always very small magnitude coefficients which can be realized by one adder in a practical filter. Therefore, the lower bound basically is determined by the number of distinct coefficients, L. For many benchmark filters, this lower bound has been achieved, for instance, example 1 of reference [9]. The example was a 120th-order filter with 52 distinct coefficients. Many algorithms [5], [10]–[12] have achieved this lower bound. Therefore, to further reduce the number of MB adders, the only possibility is to reduce the lower bound by reducing the number of distinct coefficients; this can be achieved by reducing the dynamic range of the coefficient multiplier.

In this paper, a discrete coefficient extrapolated impulse response FIR filter is proposed. Due to the quasi-periodic property of the impulse response [13], [14], coefficients can be approximated by extrapolation. Residual compensation is introduced to perfectly restore the coefficient values to the original optimum values. By using the proposed technique, the dynamic range of the coefficient multipliers are significantly reduced. The reduction in dynamic range increases the chance of having coefficients with identical values. This results in
a reduction in the lower bound of the number of MB adders. Design examples show that the proposed technique reduces the filter complexity in terms of the number of adders significantly compared with any other existing techniques.

II. THE EXTRAPOLATED IMPULSE RESPONSE

This section briefly reviews the concept of extrapolated impulse response technique. A typical impulse response of an FIR filter is quasi-periodic as shown in Fig. 2. Most of the energy of the impulse response is concentrated at the center lobe while the side lobes have decreasing magnitudes. If lobe 0, lobe 1, lobe 2, etc., (see Fig. 2) have the same number of samples, they can be approximated as a scaled version of any of the lobes. For instance, lobes 0 and 1 can be approximated as scaled versions of a prototype lobe, say lobe 2. Mathematically, for the i-th lobe, we have:

\[ h(n) \approx \alpha_i h(n + k_i), \quad \text{for } n = p_i, \ldots, q_i, \]

(1)

where \( \alpha_i \) is the scaling factor, \( k_i \) is the displacement of the i-th lobe to the prototype lobe; \( p_i \) and \( q_i \) are the first and the last index of the i-th lobe.

If we assume that the center of the impulse response is at \( n = 0 \), we have the z-transform transfer function:

\[ H(z) = h(0) + \sum_{n=1}^{N} h(n)(z^n + z^{-n}). \]

(2)

Assuming that the lobes begin at \( n = p_0 \) through \( n = q_0 \) and \( n = p_1 \) through \( n = q_1, \ldots, q_t \), \( H(z) \) can be rewritten as:

\[ H(z) = h(0) + \sum_{n=1}^{M} h(n)(z^n + z^{-n}) + \sum_{n=p_0}^{q_0} h(n)(z^n + z^{-n}) \]
\[ + \sum_{n=p_1}^{q_1} h(n)(z^n + z^{-n}) + \cdots. \]

(3)

The durations of these lobes are \( q_0 - p_0 + 1, q_1 - p_1 + 1, q_2 - p_2 + 1, \ldots \) and they might not be all equal. However, they can be separated into several groups, and each group consists of lobes with the same duration. Thus, in each group, any lobe can always be approximated as the scaled version of a prototype lobe in that group. For expository convenience, we assume all the lobes have the same duration \( d \) since other cases are just simple extensions. As a result, (3) can be written as:

\[ H(z) = h(0) + \sum_{n=1}^{R} h(n)(z^n + z^{-n}) + \]
\[ \sum_{r=0}^{d-1} \sum_{m=0}^{R-1} h(M + m + rd)(z^{M+m+rd} + z^{-(M+m+rd)}), \]

(4)

where \( R \) is the number of lobes, \( d \) is the duration of each lobe. If the lobe with the smallest magnitude (usually, the \((R-1)\)-th lobe)\(^1\) is chosen as the prototype lobe, \( H(z) \) can be approximated by

\[ H(z) \approx \hat{H}(z) = h(0) + \sum_{n=1}^{M} (z^n + z^{-n}) + \]
\[ \sum_{m=1}^{d} h(M + m + (R-1)d) \alpha_r(z^{M+m+rd} + z^{-(M+m+rd)}), \]

(5)

where \( \alpha_r \) is the r-th scaling factor and \( \alpha_{R-1} = 1 \).

A realization of a 12th-order symmetrical filter using the above extrapolation technique is given in Fig. 3(a), where the coefficients \( h(3) \) and \( h(4) \) are implemented as scaled version of \( h(5) \) and \( h(6) \) with a scaling factor \( \alpha_0 \).

Optimization techniques have been proposed in [13], [14] to optimize the filter coefficients of the prototype lobe as well as the scaling factors. Although, the filter complexity has been reduced, the frequency response of the extrapolated filter is generally degraded compared with that of the minimax optimum. To meet a given specification, the order of the extrapolated filter is, in general, longer than that of the minimax optimum.

III. DISCRETE COEFFICIENT EXTRAPOLATED FILTER WITH PERFECT RESIDUAL COMPENSATION

In the traditional extrapolated filters, the frequency response is degraded due to the fact that the complexity reduction is achieved by reducing the degree of freedom of filter coefficients. Coefficients are only approximations of their optimum values. In this section, a perfect residual compensation technique is proposed to restore the optimum coefficient values when multiplierless filters are implemented.

Assume that the discrete space optimum impulse response of a 2N-th order linear phase FIR filter for a given specification is \( h(n) \). The discrete space, \( D \), may be the finite-word length space or the signed power-of-two space. Therefore, \( h(n) \in D, \) and \( h(-n) = h(n), \) for \(-N \leq n \leq N\).

Since the coefficients are symmetric, only the coefficients with non-negative index are considered. Assume further that the coefficients are quasi-periodic with duration \( d \) from \( n = M + 1 \) to \( n = M + Rd \) for \( R \) periods. Thus, \( 0 \leq M < N, R \leq \frac{N-M}{d} \) and both are integers. Following the procedure of the traditional extrapolated filters, the filter coefficients of \( h(n) \) for \( 0 \leq n \leq M \) and \( M + Rd + 1 \leq n \leq N \) are implemented accurately. For \( h(n) \) within the range \( M + 1 \leq n \leq M + Rd \), if the period with the smallest magnitude is chosen as the prototype lobe, and all the other periods are approximated as the scaled versions of the prototype lobe, the

\(^1\)lobe 0 is considered as the zero-th lobe
approximated coefficients, denoted as $h_a(n)$, from $n = M + 1$ to $n = M + (R - 1)d$ become

$$h_a(n - (R - r - 1)d) = \alpha_r b(n)$$
for $M + (R - 1)d + 1 \leq n \leq M + Rd$ and $0 \leq r \leq R - 2$, \hspace{1cm} (6)

where the scaling factors, $\alpha_r$, are integers or power-of-two numbers for multiplierless implementation. Therefore, the coefficient residuals, denoted as $h_r(n)$, due to the approximation are given by

$$h_r(n) = h(n) - h_a(n), \hspace{1cm} \text{for } M + 1 \leq n \leq M + (R - 1)d.$$

In the implementation of the extrapolated filter, if the coefficient residuals are compensated by adding the products of the signal samples and the residuals into the tap delay line, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the filter impulse response is restored perfectly.

Comparing the residual compensated extrapolated filter implementation shown in Fig. 3(b) with the non-extrapolated transposed direct form implementation shown in Fig. 1, it can be seen that the numbers of structural adders are the same for both structures, since generally each extrapolated coefficient is compensated by a corresponding residual. The MB adders of the proposed technique can be further classified into the prototype coefficient adders and the residual adders, which are used to realize the prototype coefficients and residuals, respectively. Both the prototype coefficients and residuals can share the same MB in subexpression sharing, since they are multiplied with the same signal, as shown in Fig. 3(b). Since the residual is the difference of the optimum coefficient value and the extrapolated approximation, its magnitude is much smaller than the original optimum value. The magnitudes of the prototype coefficients are small, since the lobe with the smallest magnitude of coefficient values is selected as the prototype lobe. Thus, the dynamic range of the coefficient multiplier is significantly reduced. As a result, the number of distinct odd positive integers is reduced.

It should be noted from Fig. 3 that, besides the structural adders and MB adders, another two types of adders are employed in the residual compensated extrapolated filters. The first type of adder is the extrapolation adders used to add the extrapolated terms into the tap delay line; and the second type is the scaling factor adders used to generate proper scaling factors if they are not power-of-two numbers. To minimize the number of overall adders, the scaling factors are chosen in such a way that as few adders as possible are used to reduce the number of distinct residuals to few as possible. If power-of-two numbers are used for the scaling factors, no additional scaling factor adders are required. However, in some cases, using a few scaling factor adders may achieve more saving in the residual adders.

In spite of the overhead which might be caused by the extrapolation adders and scaling factor adders, the proposed technique still significantly reduce the overall number of adders when compared with any other existing techniques.

IV. DESIGN EXAMPLE

We shall illustrate the proposed technique using an example taken from literature [9]. The discrete filter coefficient values presented in [9] are also listed as $h(n)$ in Table I for easy reference. As we have indicated in the introduction of this paper, the number of non-one distinct coefficient values (after reference) of the coefficient set of this filter is 52. Therefore, the lower bound of the MB adders is 52, which have been achieved by many algorithms [5], [10]–[12].

By inspecting the coefficient values $h(n)$ in Table I, it is noted that the filter impulse response shows a quasi-periodicity for 5 periods, from $h(4)$ to $h(48)$, with period duration of 9. The period with the minimum coefficient magnitude, i.e., from $h(40)$ to $h(48)$ is chosen as the prototype lobe to approximate the other 4 lobes. The scaling factors for lobes $h(4)$ to $h(12)$, $h(13)$ to $h(21)$, $h(22)$ to $h(30)$ and $h(31)$ to $h(39)$ are chosen to be 20, –8, 4, and –2, respectively. Therefore, the approximated coefficient values are given by:

$$h_a(4 + k) = 20h(40 + k), \hspace{0.5cm} h_a(13 + k) = -8h(40 + k),$$
$$h_a(22 + k) = 4h(40 + k), \hspace{0.5cm} h_a(31 + k) = -2h(40 + k),$$
for $k = 0, 1, \ldots, 8$. \hspace{1cm} (8)

Thus, the residuals are:

$$h_r(4 + k) = h(4 + k) - 20h(40 + k),$$
$$h_r(13 + k) = h(13 + k) + 8h(40 + k),$$
$$h_r(22 + k) = h(22 + k) - 4h(40 + k),$$
\[ h_r(31 + k) = h(31 + k) + 2h(40 + k), \]
for \( k = 0, 1, \ldots, 8. \) (9)

Both \( h_a(n) \) and \( h_a(n) \) for \( 4 \leq n \leq 39 \) are listed in Table I.

It can be seen from Table I that the residual coefficient values from \( h_r(4) \) to \( h_r(39) \) are much smaller than their original values. To implement the filter in residual compensated extrapolated form, the coefficient values to be synthesized are \( h(0) \) to \( h(9) \), \( h_r(4) \) to \( h_r(39) \) and \( h(40) \) to \( h(60) \). Among these coefficient values, the number of distinct non-zero coefficient values (after they have been transformed to positive odd numbers) have been reduced to 31. Using RAGn algorithm [5] to generate the subexpression coefficients, the resulting MB requires 33 adders, which is close to the new lower bound of 31. The reason that 2 more adders are used than the lower bound is that some coefficient values of the center lobe are realized directly, and their magnitudes are large; more than an adder may be required to generate such coefficient values.

Symmetric coefficients of linear phase FIR filter can share the MB. However, the extrapolation adders and scaling factor adders for symmetric lobes cannot be shared with each other. Therefore, besides the MB adders, the extrapolated realization requires additional 8 adders to add the extrapolated lobes into the tap delay line, and additional 2 adders to generate the scaling factor 20. Thus, in total 43 adders are required to synthesize the filter, as shown in Table II. The best results obtained in published literature requires 52 adders; the result is also listed in Table II for comparison.

\textbf{V. CONCLUSION}

In this paper, an extrapolated structure with residual compensation for synthesizing linear phase FIR filters is proposed. Residual compensation provides perfect restoration of the coefficient values and therefore preserves the filter performance. The proposed technique successfully reduces the dynamic range of coefficient values, and consequently reduces the required number of adders to synthesize the filter. The choosing of scaling factors is also discussed in the light of minimizing the total number of adders.
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\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Impulse response of a 120-th order filter, \( h(n) \) is the original discrete coefficient value obtained in \cite{9}, \( h_a(n) \) is the extrapolated approximation of the original coefficient value, and \( h_r(n) \) is the resulting residual. Coefficients from \( h(40) \) to \( h(48) \) are used as the prototype lobe.}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\( n \) & \( h(n) \) & \( h_a(n) \) & \( h_r(n) \) & \( n \) & \( h(n) \) & \( h_a(n) \) \\
\hline
0 & 14686 & 31 & 78 & 72 & 14686 & 31 \\
1 & -1394 & 32 & -148 & -140 & 8 & 14686 & 31 \\
2 & 10267 & 33 & 277 & 260 & 17 & 14686 & 31 \\
3 & -5927 & 34 & -267 & -250 & 17 & 14686 & 31 \\
4 & 1653 & 720 & 933 & 35 & 143 & 136 & 7 & 14686 & 31 \\
5 & 1515 & 1400 & 1156 & 36 & 23 & 16 & 7 & 14686 & 31 \\
6 & -3000 & -2600 & -400 & 37 & -152 & -136 & 16 & 14686 & 31 \\
7 & 2823 & 2500 & 323 & 38 & 193 & 178 & 15 & 14686 & 31 \\
9 & -109 & -160 & 51 & 40 & 36 & 14686 & 31 \\
10 & 1336 & 1360 & 241 & 41 & 76 & 14686 & 31 \\
11 & -1739 & -1780 & 41 & 42 & -130 & 14686 & 31 \\
12 & 1312 & 1380 & -68 & 43 & 125 & 14686 & 31 \\
13 & -390 & -288 & -102 & 44 & -68 & 14686 & 31 \\
14 & -546 & -560 & 14 & 45 & -8 & 14686 & 31 \\
15 & 1090 & 1040 & 50 & 46 & 68 & 14686 & 31 \\
16 & -1071 & -1000 & -71 & 47 & -89 & 14686 & 31 \\
17 & 585 & 544 & 41 & 48 & 69 & 14686 & 31 \\
18 & 84 & 64 & 20 & 49 & -24 & 14686 & 31 \\
19 & -616 & -544 & -72 & 50 & -24 & 14686 & 31 \\
20 & 798 & 712 & 86 & 51 & 55 & 14686 & 31 \\
21 & -600 & -522 & -48 & 52 & -61 & 14686 & 31 \\
22 & 165 & 144 & 21 & 53 & 45 & 14686 & 31 \\
23 & 282 & 280 & 2 & 54 & -18 & 14686 & 31 \\
24 & -541 & -520 & -21 & 55 & -8 & 14686 & 31 \\
25 & 524 & 500 & 24 & 56 & 24 & 14686 & 31 \\
26 & -277 & -272 & -5 & 57 & -28 & 14686 & 31 \\
27 & -59 & -32 & -27 & 58 & 23 & 14686 & 31 \\
28 & 323 & 272 & 51 & 59 & -14 & 14686 & 31 \\
29 & -408 & -356 & -52 & 60 & 6 & 14686 & 31 \\
30 & 302 & 276 & 26 & 14686 & 31 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{Number of adders used to synthesize the filter coefficients}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Adders in Multiplier Block & Direct Struct. & Extrap. Struct. \\
\hline
Extrapolation Adders & 52 [10] & 33 \\
Scaling Factor Adders & NA & 8 \\
Total Adders & NA & 2 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}